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YOUNG FARMERS SECURE UNIQUE INVESTMENT FOR
PIONEERING NEW BUSINESS
A quiet revolution is gaining momentum; with more support from communities and a greater demand
from the public, farmers will embrace their role as land managers and output more than just food
from their farms.

Y

oung farmers are generally finding it
increasingly more difficult to enter the
farming world; small farms are being
split and sold as multiple lets; banks won’t
offer affordable loans without tangible assets;
farmland rental prices are being driven up as
bigger farms need more and more land to
make their businesses viable.
David and Bekka Corrie-Close, both 30
years old, are a husband and wife team. They
are directors of The Horned Beef Company
Ltd, a pioneering farming business in Cumbria,
working closely with The National Trust and
RSPB to deliver ‘Conservation Grazing’
projects and produce quality beef.
They set up their business in 2015, and
came up with a unique scheme to attract
investors. It is a type of community supported
agriculture (CSA) scheme where individuals
were invited to invest in affordable £1,000
units. The return on each individual’s
investment is paid in the form of beef. 			
The Company had a great deal of
interest in this opportunity and have secured
£20k worth of investment so far. This capital
has been used to purchase pedigree registered
traditional breeds of cattle, and has allowed
the Company to expand.

David and Bekka are working closely
with local businesses to prepare their first beef
for sale to the public this month. They are also
providing their investors with their first return.
Further capital investment will be
required to move the business forward, and as
an integral part of this process, the Company
will seek new investors for its ground breaking
scheme.
“We’re always looking for ways to grow and
support the next generation of farmers and
land managers to develop their businesses,
particularly at this uncertain time. We’re really
keen to work with David and Bekka who have
adopted an innovative approach to their
business, which delivers for farming and
nature, and retains the skills and expertise
associated with our Cumbrian cultural
heritage.”
MIKE INNERDALE
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

The National Trust in the Lake District

Veronica Waller from the Cumbria Farmer
Network, an organisation that has assisted

Image: Longhorns grazing at Naddle Forest SSSI; a site managed by the
RSPB and leased from United Utilities.

David and Bekka in developing their business
proposal, also praised the:
‘‘..really innovative way of raising capital to
start their business..’’

David says, ‘‘Bekka and I are
overwhelmed by the response to our call for

investors. This is an exciting time for our
business and for farming. A quiet revolution is
gaining momentum; with more support from
communities and a greater demand from the
public, farmers will embrace their role as land
managers and output more than just food from
their farms.’’
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Notes to Editors:
1. The Horned Beef
Company Ltd was
incorporated in 2015. It is run
from its base in Lindale, near
Grange-over-Sands in South
Cumbria.
2. The Company’s farm
holding extends to over 500
acres. Landlords include The
National Trust, RSPB and

Cumbria Wildlife Trust, as well
as other private individuals.
3. The Company provides a
grazing service to these
conservation organisations.
The organisations require
sensitive management of
sites that are managed for
biodiversity, water quality,
flood alleviation and other

ecosystem services. Some
sites are designated SSSI
(Site of Special Scientific
Interest) and SAC (Special
Area of Conservation).
4. Quality beef is sold via a
box scheme direct to private
individuals and select cuts
are ordered by local
restaurants.

